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Responses to NR RAl's Regarding.

WCAP-16747,P Rev 0

RAI 1 Lona Cycle Cores:
The staff has several questions regatding1he application of OLCA-TAt6otrans-ent; initiated from

conditions typical of BWRs operating with longcycle durations -(i.e,. 24.month cycles). Please address the:
following items.
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NRC RAI 1-1

Long duration cycle core designs substantial quantities of burnable poisons tend to be loaded in the fuel.
In many cases these loadings may exceed 7 w/o Gd203 in a large number of pins for modem fuel
designs. Provide a quantification of biases and uncertainties in pin power peaking, infinite eigenvalue,
and gadolinia loaded pin power as a function of exposure for typical modem fuel designs using the
PHOENIX code.

Westinghouse Response to RAI 1-1

Modern, more aggressive, BWR operation strategies such as long cycles result in the extended use of
burnable absorbers (BA), mainly Gd2O3. This concerns both the number of BA-rods per bundle as well as
the BA contents in those rods. Well aware of this, Westinghouse has paid special attention to the proper
modeling of modem bundle designs as well as to the validation of these models.

The specific use of high BA-content rods has been considered in PHOENIX/POLCA topical report, as
reflected in the SER of CENPD-390-P-A, "PHOENIX/POLCA are approvedfor analysis ofABB/CE fuel
types up to and including I Oxl 0 lattices with a maximum enrichment of 5 w/o U02. Non-ABB/CE fuel
types may be analyzed assuming that analyses are performed consistent with (a) above. The code is
approved for application to fuel with burnable absorbers composed of a mixture of U0 2 and Gd203 with
concentrations up to 9 w/o Gd20 3. Application of the code to non-U02 fuel or the fuel using burnable
poisons other than Gadolinia will need to be justified". The basis for this decision can be found, among
others, in fig 5.12, page 103, of that report where a comparison against fuel rod gamma-scan
measurements is shown. In that particular case, the bundle includes several measured [

I",h,c deviation at a highly challenging point in time (at end of first cycle, when the shelf-shielding

weakens leading to a steep gradient in pin power over time).

An additional, highly relevant, source of information that helps to quantify the accuracy of the pin power
evaluation in modern fuel is provided by a series of comparisons against gamma-scan measurements at
individual rod level in well-characterized conditions. The most recent exercise involved comparisons
against highly accurate measurements in the LWR-PROTEUS critical facility at Paul Scherer Institute
(PSI) in Switzerland as part of a cooperation between Westinghouse, PSI and Swiss utilities. These
experiments consisted in several measurements on a critical configuration of [

]", with measurements of over [ ]",€ in each case. Details of these critical
experiments are provided in "Accurate Tools to Model Advanced SVEA Fuel Designs" (J. Casal et al.,
Nuclear Technology, Vol. 151, July 2005, pages 51-59). From that reference, the following results (also
presented at a meeting with the NRC staff in 2004, ref. LTR-NRC-04-70, Dec. 16, 2004) are shown. The
deviations map presented here corresponds to an extreme case where this modem fuel design (with [

I"•C of the same kind as those loaded in a high power density GE-built BWR-6) is

]ac of

the average power. [ ]I•,c as highlighted in the
lower right comer of this figure. Moreover, several [ were measured (grey-marked), showing
a prediction accuracy well within the accuracy of the R]
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a,b, c

As described in the: referenced, document, within .the LWR-PROTEUS phase " experiments,, several
critical configurations of relevance were measured including:

ja;C

The following figure shows the overall statistics ofthese configurations for both: total fission rate,
(representative of thermalypower)-and U-23 8 capture rate (representative of ePitherma!l conditions) for
more than 60 fuel rods belonging to.the bundle in the central position. In most, cases more thaii one
enrichment/burnable absorber design were measured (configurations A/B) and even more than~one
control rod type,(with either [
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•. m a, b, c

The-[ i]4 o•bserved in theýextreme .cases of.voided and controlled,:+ voided
conditions are mainy due toý",,a

In ,the same~s~ourcc# ("Accurate tools...")a brief delseriptiont~of another example of Westi.nghousec
qualification effort can be found. Th this case, it involves a comparison against a gamma-scan campaign at
fuiel rod level perfonied at a Swedish plant less-than 3 months after the beginning of its last;cycle of
operation. These measur ements included[

"]3C As described there,.no significant trends are observed in

An, addiftional source :.ofiiifora"mtniso the .comparison againsthigher order methods. As an examiiple,
comparisons.ofoPHOENTX4 prOeditionsOfor a SVEA6-Optima2 bundle against both the [

J"]C andthe []; are presented here.
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a. b. c

a. b.c

-- a,. b,.c
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S- ~a., :b,.c

Based on these and similar results Westinghouse conclude& thatall the evidence obtained so far, both
from core follow and specific validation activities, support.the assessment that the current, more
advanced, fuel designs are handled by PHOENIX4/POLCA7 [
1a"compared to what was assessed in CENPD-390-P-A.
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NRC RAI 1-2

For long duration cycle core designs, black and white control rod patterns may not be representative of
the reactor core as operated for modem designs. Demonstrate the uncertainties established for nodal and
global core nuclear parameters established in the approved PHOENIX/POLCA methodology remain
applicable to cores with potentially more limiting control rod patterns in a statistically significant manner.
Provide specific comparisons and discussion of control blade history effects. Where applicable provide
comparisons to extended cycle plant data. If possible, quantify the uncertainties associated with the
control blade history modeling techniques by comparison to TIP measurements for bundles where the
power is suppressed for significant periods of operation (i.e. for leaking fuel bundles).

Westin2house Response to RAI 1-2

Clarification: in addition to RAI 1-2, a number of RAIs (3-1, 3-3, 3-8, 3-9, among others) address, in
different ways, NRC's concerns about the ability of Westinghouse nuclear design package
(PHOENIX4/POLCA7) to model current bundle designs and operation conditions (long cycles, extended
power uprates, etc). The text below is intended to both answer this specific question as well as to provide
the basis to the answers to the other RAIs.

The ability to cope with different core conditions resides in the robustness and applicability of the
methods implemented in the physics codes. Westinghouse aims to utilize methods that reliably perform
over a wide range of conditions. For that purpose, ad-hoc solutions or bundle-specific, plant-specific or
operation-specific assumptions are consistently avoided.

The qualification of Westinghouse nuclear design code package (PHOENIX4/POLCA7), in particular
concerning the evaluation of safety-relevant parameters, described in
CENPD-390-P-A, is based on a combination of analyses of core predictions against measurements, both
from [ ] ,C as well as [

I"'c comparisons. The extensive qualification effort during the development of these codes has
been continued afterwards with additional core follow activities as well as additional gamma-scan
campaigns. These activities lead us to conclude that the advanced models in these codes can
accommodate the different core conditions resulting from e.g. long-cycle operation and/or power up-rates
without any significant degradation of their predictive accuracy.

As an example, in addition to the two nodal/bundle gamma-scan campaigns reported in CENPD-390-P-A,
Westinghouse described three additional campaigns at meetings with the NRC staff during 2005. The
following is part of the material presented at those meetings.

Latest gamma-scan campaigns particularly interesting
I

]ac
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a.b. c

S .a, b~ c

-" a, b, C
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- ab, c

a, b, c

,As can be observed,.albeit significant.differenees::in core, conditions at.these two plants (power up-rates,.
cycle lengths,.core compositions, etc) these validation -exercises do not show any''observable6degradatiOn
of the nodal :andburndle iOwerepredictioins. M§oroer, these obsermions are in

]a. ..At this'poinhtit might be worth to point out that gamma-scan
comparisons inmo st~cases..are on•ly possible during planned outages, resulting in measurements of the
conditions existing atEOC, so their results,cann0ot.I be directly applied to the rest ofth cycle,
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] The answer'to RAJ 1-4 discusses:this subject
m more detail.

An additional observation from these qualification exercises, and also.oneof the main drivers behind.
some of these ffasuemens, is that [ een observedre d........... t 3'.has ib, '41n. obemdt ga.d~

the power distribution around the TIP strings which contribute totheir signals (a concern raised in RAT 3-
10.and 3-11). The reason for this is that PHOENIXJPOLCA has clearly shown its ability topredict power
levels in btundles. o.vea Wide range of exposures .[ ' ] Thus, each-,
of.the surrounding bundles being predicted with the same level of precision,'[

]•- in theTIPcomparisons. With this in mind, the fact that continued core follow activities.(e.g.
TIP• comparisons) have shown that. changes in core conditions [ rc:in
preictie PI7-signalaccuracy can reliably be extended to the nodal and' bundle power predictions.

The use ofTIP comparisons to evaluate the impact of the presence of control -rods on the internal fuel rod
power distributions i ]f the gamma:(or neutron) flux,
generated bylthe fourisurrounding bundles to the TIP-string. Regarding the influence of control rods, the
fuel rods most affected by the presence of a control rod are the ones most distant to the TIP-detector, [

].c in the prediction of the mitemral pin power distribution.
Therefore, al more:valuable source of information is a gamma-scan comparison,-at fueltrod leveli ofa:
tontr6lled bu!I. S !uch a comparison for a modem Nx 10 bundle has been presented A the answer to
RAI 1-4.

Additional: iifodmafioný about thepotential impact ofthe presence of control rods:iin long icylesI. oithe.
accuracyy inthe predicfion of the core power distribution as well as the ability of the TIP-systemAto detect.
those impacts are provided in the answer to RAI 3-11.

Coneeming the soa-called control blade history effect, a Control Rod Historymodel is available in
PLCAT7 This modedlis utilized to,

12' as described as follows,

In the so-called control rod history branch cases a

1 a.c.
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where the [ C

The tables for the [

ac

ac

[i[
a~q,,

where,[ I

a]c,

,where,[
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NRC RA1I-3

Qutifytany unrinties inthe exposure dependent fuel rod models inma statistica'ly significant-manner
in termsi ofconductivity or gap conductance that are influenced by burnable poison loading. .Quantify this
uncertai ty based on analyses ithatinclude only medium to high gadolmiia loadings that are representative
of modem fuel designs.

Westin bisbouse Response to R! 1-3

Overvthe years Westinghouselhas utilized gadolinia as a burnable absorber (BA) in standard fuel
asse•miieisf•ofr the desi* ofreload cores for both BVR and PWRs. Gadolinia is mixed homogeneously in
U02 with typicalgadolinia contents in the range of 2 to 8 wt%. One of the impacts of introduction of Gd
in UQ2 orn thelfuel-pellet charactestics is; the reduction of the thermal conductivity of the pellet, dueto
the. scattering of phonons with Gd atoms.
The thOrm-l •conductivit.of U02 fuel pellet consists of two contributions: conductionthrough lattice

vibration (phonons), and conductionby electronic processes. The phonon component of the thermal
conductivity may be written as:

Ii.

]8,c The impurity increases if gadolinia. is present in the UD2:fuei pellet
Therefore for low gadoliniaconcentration, x (<"10 wt%), one may write:

[.

]•, as shown in equation A. 1-6 of the Topical.

Report w CAP- 15836-P-A, ".uel Rod Design Methods for Boiling Water Reactor - Supplement 1".

The contributions'of doped gadolinia on the thermal. conductivity for different concentrations are shown
in Fig . 1-3-1 below. The measured data from.L.W. Newman, DOE/ET/34212-36 (BAW-1681-2) (1982)
are. also compared with. calculationresults. As can be seen, the calculated thermal conductivities match
the measurement data satisfactorily for different levels of gadolinia concentrations without significant
scattering.

Thelifel thermal conductivity:conI-elation used in Westinghouse codes, such an in STAV7 and POLCA-T
is implemented in
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- a, b, C

-Figure.-3-1i. :Comparison between calculated and measured thermal conducti
function of temperature for different gadolinia concentrations.

ity, of (U,"Gd)2asa
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NRC RAI 1-4.

Detefrfiiine the .iimpact.of,16gIgrIclýe k! 6se (24 m6nths)!on the calcUlational efficacy of thecodeto,
p~redictihot Panfd:coldeige niai"li. aPeobrim a titicially significant assessment of any uncertainties-or
bias§ and-describe an• d• •ign ohddiftiitrtiea assures adequate shutdown margin
thr oughout the cycle.

Westinghouseý Response to" RAi-4

Theimpactofdifferetcy lengtson the calculation efficacy of the code to predict.reactivity levels
can be shown.by the following ýompanrson of tw0odifferent strategies. The cases selected include, in
addition, a'I~ansition to higher.power levels and a iransition,to-different fuel designs (fuel with part-length
rods (PLR)•an(dor from differentvendors). In addition to•the reactivity levels, information is provided,
about the accuracy in the powe pr (from TIP comparisons), to demonstrate that the behavior is

In thefrstcase,the [ 1a•: which operates:on f ]a, is shown over,
several cycles~through, its EPU.

_a, b,9
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a, ab, c

Bo thehreactivity levels (coldot cycle average keff) and the THP comparisons (cycleaveragc RMS
er.rors) are [

i]0$Itis important to point out that this particular plant is one of the [

.1n thepnexticase, the same information is provided in the following two charts regarding another high
'power~.nsityplant, [ ] u, Undergoing simultaneously [

]3C This very significant change of core ýconditions:oove:r

:ver•fewý cyles is considered as one of the most challenging for theephysies codes possible.
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-•a,b,:¢:

,a, b, c

These plots :show " ]a+.behavior regarding the prediction of [azc over
a number -of cycles even under significant changes in the core. Based on the comparisons against cold.
critical measurements, [ ja'c has been
considered necessary for the calculation of I ]".
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Responses to NRC RAI's Regarding

WCAP-16747-P Rev 0

RAI 2 Mixed cores

The staff has several questions regarding the application of POLCA-T to transient analysis .for mixed fuel
vendor cores or cores with modem fuel designs. Please address the following items.
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NRC RAI.2-m 1

Justifythe application of the void-4iu ality correlaii o 6ns!ttohi nio fiifeldesgtisi Cnsider.h' inge rafv6id
fraction and quality where core designs are-operatedia• in ihe -case o , expandedoperatng domans The

justi ficafion. should specfically address the applicabil ity f1these correti ons ý•t`'ighovoid firaction;,'to• fTieli
designs with 10 x 10 arrays that include geometric features such as water'crosse', boxes, orro it
should addr ess applicability.to radial power shapes representative of heavily. burnable poison loaded
lattices (> '7wfoGd2O3in several rods) undercoptrdl statestypicalofop!ffaibhfor ohgcycedurations

Wesin2house Resvonseto RAT 24

The drift flux correlation DF02 based on void measurement data fr-om tests'pekform &d at Wesyin.r ghouse..'s
FRIG.,Test Loop is used for mdem ftiel designs.' The void databas.e.ncludes void'fractins for[.

j ; fuel, ýtest series [ . and:for' . fuel designs with ]Jik; test
series" 1IM.

Pre dicted versus m e asured vo id fractio ns cal culated 'byP O'LCA-T76 r all, simuli e d tests are plotted in th e:
figure below.

A summary of the statistics: number of test (14), mean average difference'Qh); and standard devi ation (s),
is shO wnb elow.
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a, bitc

The following material provides a description of the eperimena Fbasis for the! development of:
Westinghouse void correlation, as bresented to he N,4RC staff in2004 (ref. LTR-NRC-,04-7 10, Dec. '1 6,

2004):

Void content predictions
The program included:

'Ile
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Void measurements at FRIGG (equipment)

I PfI it
.. i•• ..•.A
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In conclusion, accurate measurements of realistic thermal-hydraulic conditions over a wide range have
been performed at the Westinghouse FRIGG facility. These measurements confirmed [

]IC,. 1a~c in the ability to
predict void content ".. Moreover, as discussed in the answer to RAI
3-1, power uprate programs I "', void levels than at pre-uprate
conditions. Thus, the FRIGG-measurements data base [ ]a~C for these
applications.

See answer to RAI 1-2 for a discussion about the reactor physics predictions at high void.
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NRC RAI 2-2

As discussed in the staff's SER for CENPD-390-P-A when applying PHOENIX/POLCA to transition
cores, CENP should use fuel specific data to model the thermal and hydraulic behavior of the non-
ABB/CE fuel and confirm that the uncertainties derived for ABB fuel are applicable to the non-ABB/CE.
fuel. Provide this information for current fuel designs and for any ABB/CE fuel as operated in modem
core designs.

Westinghouse Response to RAI 2-2

Westinghouse uses fuel specific data to model the thermal and hydraulic behavior of the non-ABB/CE
fuel. This is accomplished by obtaining detailed pressure drop and flow split data for each legacy fuel
design from the utility as part of the transition process. These data are typically obtained for several core
power and flow combinations and a range of relative assembly powers. In conjunction with the detailed
core heat balance data for the plant and the detailed mechanical design data for each legacy fuel design
obtained from the utility, these data allow us to establish accurate thermal and hydraulic models in
POLCA7 and other codes supporting the Westinghouse BWR reload licensing analyses. These data (i.e.
pressure drops and flow splits) are physical quantities which allow us to tune the Westinghouse models in
our codes to match these data without requiring any information regarding the Legacy fuel vendor's
calculational models.

Uncertainties are typically required to assure that thermal limits are satisfied. Westinghouse has found
that [

]2C Therefore Westinghouse applies

"]. Consequently, the Legacy Fuel thermal limit
which is calculated by Westinghouse [

I". This calculation is performed using the conservative Westinghouse
methodology described in CENPD-300-P-A. As discussed in CENPD-300-P-A., the methodology used
for establishing conservative OLMCPR's for Westinghouse fuel in conjunction with the hydraulic models
established as discussed above, and a CPR correlation for the Legacy fuel established in accordance with
CENPD-300-P-A, are used to evaluate the impact of potentially limiting AOO's (Anticipated Operational
Occurrences) on the Legacy fuel. Then a bounding factor is applied to the resulting OLMCPR for the
Legacy Fuel to assure it is conservative with 95% probability at the 95 % confidence limit.
Consequently, the potential for increased uncertainties in the thermal analysis of the Legacy fuel is
resolved by utilizing thermal limits for the Legacy fuel that are non cycle-dependent limits established by
the Legacy Fuel vendor or conservatively bounding limits. Uncertainties associated with in-core
monitoring of the fuel are depend on the Core Monitoring System, and Westinghouse uses sufficiently
conservative uncertainties depending on the monitoring system and, in the case of Core Monitoring
Systems not provided by Westinghouse, the information available.
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NRC RAI 2-3

Provide the critical heat flux or critical power correlations used for eah fueI design for•which:approval is
sought. Also provide, the, basis for theseýcorrelations for othervendors fueldesigns

Westinghouse Response to RAI 2-3
Any CPR correlation to .be incorporated in POLCA-T for any fuel deignAhas to bereviewed by te NROC-

separately. WCAP-16081-P-A provides an example of NRC licensed CPR correlation for SVEA-96
Optima2 fuel. It means that for each fuel.design for. which approval is .sougbht a CPR correlation.will be'
submitted for.approval. Chapter 12 "DROYT 7And DNB CORRELATION.S"'in WCAP-I16747-P
mentions in general that each licensed CPR correlation is linked to the POLCA-T;code via a common
library. However, dry-out evaluations are not currently part ofthe' cpebof this particulat Topical
Report, thus no qualification efforts are pursued here. A more comprehensive discussion~about the:
usage of appropriate CPR correlations will be made in the coming Appendix C of WCAP-1674.7T-P about
Transients Applications.
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NRC RAI 2-4

Does th• CA7 capability to model SVEA fuel as
]]extendto~design features common in other vendors fuel designs?

Westixughouse Response to RAI 2-4

Te [ ]'coption in POLCA7 applies only to SVEA type fuel.(four sub-bundles). [
are. modeled.in POLCA7 for all fuel

types that have guch features.
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NRC RAI 2-5

Describe the pin power reconstruction model as it is applied to other vendors fuel designs, addressing
lattice features such as water rods or boxes and gadolinia loading patterns.

Westinghouse Response to RAI 2-5

The pin power reconstruction methodology in POLCA7 is [ ]"C and applies [
]2'C The only [ comes in the form of[

as input to POLCA7. [
I" that are supplied

I'% and, thus, they require no special treatment in
POLCA7.
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NRC RAI 2-6

What, if any, inconsistencies in the transient response are attributed to core cycle analyses performed on a
core using a core monitoring system that is designed by another vendor, for instance: 3DMONICORE?

Westinghouse Response to RAI 2-6

The evaluation of transient responses are purely based on [ ]aC In
other words, the monitoring of the core with Westinghouse or any other core monitoring system does not
impact the transient evaluations in any way. In the particular case of Westinghouse Core Monitoring
System, the thermal margins evaluated are based on nodal power distributions corrected to accommodate
for the differences I ]• However, this

]11C in any way the core parameters defining the initial conditions of the evaluated
transients.
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Responses to NRC RAI's Regarding

WCAP-16747-P Rev 0

RAI 3 Expanded Operating Doni ails

The sta•fhsseveral quiestions regarding the application of POLCA-T t.transient:analysis for expand•d
operating domain BWIs. Please address the following items.
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NRC RAI. 3-1

Fornmoderm BWR core designs, the core power andflow maps may be extended-to include an expande
operatingdomain, for example extended power uprates (EPU). Modem core designs with higherxnumbers
of higher power bundles at potentially higher bundle power to flow ratios warrants investigation ofthe
nuclear methods applicability to these domains. Provide a statistically significant assessiment.of the
nuclear design method uncertainties in regards to pin power, bundle power, hot eigenvaluezand void
reactivity feedbackforfexpanded operating domain BWR applications. The assessment should in.clude
plants operating at SPU/JCF, EPU,MELLLA, MELLLA+, or very high power density-conditions. This
assessment should address any heretofore unquantified uncertainties:in regards to voidfraction, burnable
poison .dpletion, hard spectrum exposure accounting, plutonium builduP, and-any ex.posebiases.

Westin:house ResponSe to RAI 3-1

The answer to RAI 1-2 includes detaiiled information of the modeling of:two different-power upraIte
strategies (the so-called MELLLAkand MELLLA+ conditions) at two of the BWVRplaiitswith the [

]:*C A more detailed descriptionr of the

"bounding',.characteristics.of the operating conditions of these plants can beifound in the answer to RAT
11 to WCAP-1 5942-P-A. As observed there, all the available infonnation, based on extensive core follow
over many cycles before and after the power uprates, points clearly to an unchanged'lev oIfaccurac- -of'
the safety-relevant parameters.

The wide range of conditionsý covered by these plants and the limited practical im•act oft thepower
uprates on those conditions are illustrated in a series of 6 figures below. They show, foi'both plants

d) the bundle power/bundle flow conditions for all bundles at all calculated, during core follow,
points during a whole cycle

e) the statistical distribution, for the same population (i.e. all channels, over the whole cycle), of the
average, channel void content

f) thestatistical distribution, for .the same population, of the outlet(i.e. maximum)channel void
content.
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a~b,.c.
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.a •b, ci
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c
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As can be seen in these figures:
[

Consequently, Westinghouse experience covers among the most challenging operating conditions at the
present including significant power uprates at those plants. Moreover, those power uprates do not impact,
as shown, significantly the range at which key parameters operate.

]'c is not individually considered in Westinghouse core analysis methodology.
Westinghouse strategy, instead, is to evaluate

, which are directly affected by [
]ac Nevertheless, its basic components

]"c are evaluated as

part of the qualification effort.

The accuracy of the void predictions was discussed in 2-1. The accuracy of the cell data as a function of
void content has been the subject of several studies, among them the already mentioned LWR-PROTEUS
experiment comparisons. Even comparisons against higher order methods have been performed.

ab,c
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-a, bi, c
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NRC RAI 3-2

Operation in expanded operating domains may include flatter radial power shapes in conjunction with
higher powered bundles and lower bundle flows than those included in the qualification of the nuclear
design methods in 1999, as documented in CENPD-390-P-A. Quantify any potential for excessive
bypass void formation as a result of direct moderator heating, or heating of the bypass due to heat
released from structures such as the channels or control blades. In light of the quantification, provide
justification of the modeling of the bypass flow paths in the methods described in the Appendices to
WCAP- 16747-P. Justify the applicability of nuclear instrumentation models based on the potential for
increased bypass voiding relative to the original qualification under steady state or transient conditions.

Westinghouse Response to RAI 3-2

As discussed in Section 5 of CENPD-300-P-A, an important feature of the Westinghouse methodology to
assure that its reload fuel is compatible with the plant-and Legacy fuel for a given reload application is to
maintain [ ja,c within the same range as the original plant design or, if
different, within the same range provided by the current Legacy fuel. This goal is achieved by

These design features have enabled Westinghouse to [ ]" in the interassembly
by-pass and the SVEA fuel central channel and the water cross wings. As discussed in the Response to
RAI 11 of WCAP-15942-P-A, the Westinghouse reload fuel experience has included two of the world's
highest power density BWR plants: [

The applicability of nuclear instrumentation models to high power density applications is reflected by the
I J"' in the response to RAI 1-4. The average power density [ I"C during

these measurements was [ ]' which represents one of the highest power density BWRs
in the world. The relative assembly nodal and assembly average standard deviations in the

]"", respectively, clearly demonstrate the capability of POLCA7 to capture the
LPRM/TIP response in a very high power density environment.
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NRC RAI 3-3

Quantify uncertainties in nodal parameters and nodal reactivity feedback coefficients as a result of long
exposure under hard spectrum conditions. These hard spectrum conditions may arise due to depletion
under controlled conditions or depletion under high void conditions that may be a result of operation in an
extended operating domain or as a result of depletion with unique control rod patterns or burnable poison
loadings to extend cycle length. Compare these uncertainties to the uncertainties established in the
original qualification basis.

Westin2house Response to RAI 3-3

As explained in the answer to RAI 3-1, the practical consequences of different core power levels on the
conditions to be modeled are quite limited. A similar situation can be observed regarding long cycles. In
the following figures the spectrum index (the thermal-to-epithermal flux ratio) in all the calculational
nodes of two different reactors [ ] 'C over a whole cycle are presented. The plots
cover BOC, MOC and EOFP (end of full power) conditions and the histograms show the number of
calculation nodes [ ],,c at the different spectrum index levels. As observed,

]ac However, the extensive core follow and gamma-scan experience on a

variety of reactors and cycle lengths, some of them presented in the answers to RAI 1-2, 1-4, and 3-1,
does not [ 1]'. Moreover, such [ ]% should not
be expected since most of the nodes experiencing the hardest spectrum are found in the top of the core,
due to the high void contents, regardless the length of the cycle. Consequently, frequently used spectral-
shift operating strategies, where an initial top-peaked axial power profile is induced or reinforced in order
to build up plutonium to be burned later on towards the end of the cycle, require trustworthy methods as
well as for the reasons mentioned above. The accuracy estimates provided by TIP comparisons and
gamma-scan comparisons [ I"' these core conditions.
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NRC RAI-3-4

Provide .justification of t e continued use of the pmi and bundlepower uncertainties provided in CEND-
39.0-P-A by providing comparative resuits.of analyses: using PHOENIX and/or POLCA with. comparison.
to recen•tigamma scandata for modem fuel designs operated under expanded operating domain
conditions.

Westin houseResponse to RAI 3-4

The q aifiýcatfon basis for the pin power predictions in PHOENI /POLCA are based. on 2D comparisons,
against criticaltexperiments (KRITZ reported inCENPD-390-P-A section 2.2,,LWR-PROTEUS
epe ens in "Accurate Tools to Model Advanced SVEA Fuel Designs", J. Casal eL al., Nuclear
Tedhnology, Vol. 151, July:2005, pages 51-59) as well as gamma-scan comparisons at fuel rod level. (8x
and& fx 10 bundlesI in CENPI-390-P-A section5.3, additional measurements reported in the same paper
metloned a•baove).Tese comparsisoinsihclude highly actualbUndles, was in the case ofSVEA-96 Otiavom:operation inhigh• density cores. All the information obtained so far clearly indicates: that thexnew
el &esign~s .are properlyhandled byPHON OLCA. The following summary was presented at the

NRC on May 2005.

Poiw&er Uncertainties - FHOENJX4/tFOLCA.7

:[

]•c
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NRC RAI 3-6

Include a demonstrate analysis for EPU applications. Provide the results of the analysis in the form of
several figures that plot the following bundle operating conditions as a function of exposure for the EPU
maximum bundle operating conditions: maximum bundle power, maximum bundle power/flow ratio, exit
void fraction of the maximum power bundle, maximum channel exit void fraction, peak LHGR, and peak
end-of-cycle nodal exposure. Provide quarter core map (assuming core symmetry) showing the bundle
operating linear heat generation rate (i.e., maximum LHGR) and the MCPR for beginning-of-cycle,
middle-of-cycle, and end-of-cycle. Similarly, show the associated bundle powers. When POLCA-T is
applied for plant-specific analyses include this information as a supplement to the plant-specific
application.

Westinghouse Response to RAI 3-6

In the answer to RAI 3-1, as well as in 3-8, most of the information requested here has been provided for
two plants prior and after a power uprate over several cycles.

Additionally, the following core maps, based on POLCA7 results, show typical BOC, MOC and EOFP
(End of Full Power) conditions at [ I"'. The MCPR results are limited
to Westinghouse fuel bundles since the CPR correlations for non-Westinghouse bundles are not available.
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NRC RAI 3-7

Provide a discussion of how the core follow data is used to benchmark the analytical methods. Explain the
important plant instrumentation readings that are obtained from the plants to simulate the core response
using "offline" calculations. Discuss how the data is compared to the core monitoring system predictions.
Provide tabulated data, comparing the calculations and the plant's core monitoring system calculational
results (e.g., core thermal power, exposure, core flow, thermal limits calculations) for the given cycle data
points. Use core follow data from a high density BWR plant operating with the highest core void
conditions. Include core follow data for operation in the high power/low flow off-rated conditions for a
high power density plant. This is of interest in order to assess the code system=s accuracy under high void
off-rated conditions close to the EPU/MELLLA+ conditions.

Westin2house Response to RAI 3-7

In the answers to RAI 3-1 and 3-3, a thorough description of the core conditions resulting of an EPU
(MELLLA or MELLLA+) has been presented. As shown there, the differences in relevant parameters to
prior-to-EPU conditions are quite limited and those conclusions are based on Westinghouse significant
experience from both types of power uprates at two of the highest-density power plants in the world.

The use of core follow data to benchmark the analytical methods has not been modified in recent years,
i.e. two different sets of data are required: a) input data describing the conditions of the plant at a given
point and b) properly formatted (to meet the calculation code needs) data from the in-core instrumentation
for the comparison against predicted signals.

Regarding the balance of plant data required as input to the codes, the main are the core thermal power,
the core flow, inlet coolant conditions (temperature or enthalpy), control rod positions and time.

Regarding the in-core measurements required for validation of predictions, those normally used are
provided by the traversing in-core probes (TIP) performed monthly for the calibration of the local power
range monitors (LPRM). The TIP-detectors utilized for this purpose are either neutron-sensitive or
gamma-sensitive. For validation purposes, gamma-sensitive detectors are preferred for being less
sensitive to noise. These signals are normally [ ]I, by
hardware/software associated to the core monitoring system.

The validation is centered on a comparison between gamma (or neutron) calculated TIP signals against
the corresponding measured TIP signals (at LPRM calibration points) and normal statistics are employed,
i.e. separate analysis of each TIP-channel as well as overall statistics:

]8C In other words, no direct comparisons of results from the core monitoring

system against off-line measurements are considered for the validation of the analytical methods.
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As an"•example.:of'the ability of PHOENIX4/POLCATIO predict the powerdistributiorronna high power
densi~ty pant, nd anda-radialf(bndle) TI6Pc parisos are.prov•ded1for to coas•ut~eiy [

Paýc nflihefilgure below..
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NRC. R-AI:384.

Tfhe objective of' ths rviewzis to detennrinetihe accuracy of PHOENIX/IPOLCA for the currentoperating
strategies ;(expandeid operating domaina~~~pications). $Seect plants with challenging core de'signs(.g,
uprated plants' dfhigh power density PlAnt, ts with ecxtended cycles) to benchmark the codes,. The • ata

frn Ahe plants-shou, b statistically signisflant to current BWvR operating strategies:.and fiieL designs.
The 'core trackin Jycl exoue shoiild~extendlto the number of cycles'a fuel bnl a eanlae
in-' core. Pr ovi:de; plant- speceifi c.1 nform at on fo.rc a chs set of c ore follow data (the pl ant type, whetherthe:
powecr lecvel has been uprate d, p ow er d ensi ty, opecrati ng d omain, fuecl typ e, cy cle lIeng th, etfc.). Fo6r eachi
TIP reading, glvetihe cycle, state point, thle prating power/flow state point, and the corresponding

calulaed heral arinaaibl. Evalate the plant-specific data, including whetherthe 'core flo
data,:indicates. that•tAhecode is les s'acc•ite .for hbigher in-channel voi'd conditi ons. Explain any trends in:

ted'ata in termns !ofopecration at higher op cratin~g domains, cycle length, uprated and high power- density.
pats. Demonsthite that, th urn netite n iasesjised/in the alytical method reamai valid

,anappicabeIC .

Westinghiehiis Resiponse to RAI.3-8

,The follow~ing table's summ Iarize the mostrelevrant core follow data oveir se'veral cycles for the [
] operating, as already mentioned, atthed highest power density in the world. These cycles

s.tart a t the, transition tothe new power:level ( :ELLLA+). As alrcady :discussed in 3-1, F

Jai C
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NRC RAT 3-9:

Sevra B Rs cufrrently,:operate-,wih lwe core flo ragsatatdowr Hoee ,gte geeal
practice is:to benchmark the codes-,for plant.operation atrated conditions on the assumption ihatvplants do,
niot routinely. operate at thie lower flow conditions. 'The low-flow, conditions can be limiting for the
thermal-hydralic conditions (e.g., highier void conditios aIa nd radial power peakin' and
distribution).thit adversely affect the: performance of the:core and. the fuel (critical power ratioxresponse).,As fahras th6evailable data, allows, pr0videda statiýstic•allysigniant assessment ofthe PLCA-Teode

suite-to model reactor behavior at low. core-flow doff-rated conditions..

Wegtihghouse Response to RA 3-9

The operation conditions of plants undergoing EPU programs (both of MELLLA and MELLLA+ type.),
have lbeen-ii'ustrated-in.the-answer to.RA• 3-1•Th erea.ll the calc•ultion polints, from coreifolllow over a

whlecycle, .e. all the conditionis those cores exjperience du-ring its operation,.were considepred :when
gathering'the data presented there. As shownt:there, thexrange of conditions or parameters does not deviate
significantly fromthle coditions or parameter vilues found prior to lte poweruptate.

As discussed in"-te answer to P I- 1- 'both TIP comparisons and gama-scan comparisons -support-the
conclusion that no sinitcantehanges have been observed i the predictioncApabilities of WestinghoQus
physics-,codes. It is worth-to note that m particular the TIP measurements- arevperformed (and compared)
over the:whole cycle,which meansthat the'y cover the whole coreflow-range utilizedduring operafion.
As an .additionl example, thl•efol•o g table sý aizes a number of TIPUcomparisonswpe.rf edm

during the stat-up, ov veral cycles, at a,[ iaýC operatingafter a[
]c.For each cycle, tWo differenit conditions are shown: .a TIP measurement

performed at off-rated conditions (low power/low flow) together with the first TIP measurement at rated
conditions, As shown there, the resuting RMS-errors.are xvell within-thelevelse reported inCENPD-3Q-.
P-A-

I~ a, b, c
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Regarding the specific accuracy of POLCA-T at off-rated conditions, beyond the conditions presented
here above, the lack of extensive measurements at such conditions is somehow compensated by the fact
that the impact of potential inaccuracies in those predictions on the relevant-to-safety results of POLCA-T
are already factored in the validation exercises against plant measurements included in the qualification
suite. Examples of this are the comparisons against core stability measurements or recorded transient
events. In other words, the resulting accuracy of those predictions already account for the accuracy of the
modeling of the initial conditions.
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NRC RAI 3-10

Core follow data is based on statistically averaged values that may not reflect how well the codes predict,
the conditions in the high-powered bundles. In addition, the core follow TIP readings average out the
four-bundle TIP readings axially within the bundle, along with all the TIP readings for a given cycle state
point. In some cases, the TIP readings for different cycle points and different sets of core follow data are
statistically averaged to determine the uncertainties of the core simulator codes. This approach tends to
mask the accuracy of the codes in predicting hot bundle radial and axial power distribution. Using a
limiting loading pattern (two or three hot bundles around an instrument string), benchmark the accuracy
of codes in predicting the radial and axial power distribution for these four bundles. Include challenging
core designs in the hot channel data. Provide the corresponding calculated void distribution for the hot
channels.

Westinghouse Response to RAI 3-10

The intrinsic limitations of the TIP measurements have been a matter of specific attention at
Westinghouse and its Customers. This has been one of the key motivations behind the decision of
performing extensive whole-bundle [ ]"'a measurements at their plants. These
measurements, which provide reliable information of the power conditions over the previous few weeks
of operation, both quantified the accuracy of the nodal and bundle power predictions as well as confirmed
the suitability of the TIP-measurements as a source of data describing the power distribution in the core,
both before and after the power uprates. This is evident, for example, in the predictions at [
(see answers to RAI 1-2 and 3-8), where the [

F"In
this way, the information collected becomes insensitive to the specific loading pattern.

During those measurement campaigns, specific attention was paid to scan the four bundles surrounding
some of the TIP-positions as in the example shown below where the differences between calculated and
measured gamma scans over the four bundles around the TIP were evaluated.

Nevertheless, the most reliable and comprehensive source of data for the quantification of the accuracy of
the power predictions obtained with PHOENIX4/POLCA7 are the gamma-scan measurements presented
in the answer to RAI 1-2, which are not affected by the intrinsic limitations of the TIP-measurements. The
availability of these, highly relevant measurements, render less critical the use of TIP-comparisons for
validation purposes.
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As observed in ihis case,.the [

.Additional information aboutlthe potential masking ofp ower s§ari. g errors on TIP signa isp mprovided in
the answrto RAI -3L•1
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NRC RAI 3-11

The objective of this RAI is to determine whether the statistical combination and normalization of the
measured and the calculated TIP data comparisons show the axial and nodal differences between the
calculated and the measured data for a radial TIP cell. Using a limiting four-bundle TIP cell (limiting
number of hot bundles in a control cell, limiting enrichment, limiting cycle exposure point), tabulate the
TIP calculated and measured data. Show how the axial, radial, and overall TIP difference, uncertainty,
and/or bias is calculated from the TIP readings. For the same four-bundle TIP data, compare the absolute
calculated and measured values for each TIP element reading and provide a tabulation of the
corresponding bundle axial void profiles and the absolute difference in TIP data. Evaluate the absolute
difference in TIP readings and determine whether the fidelity of the TIP readings varies axially with void.
Compare the TIP data with core follow TIP readings for less challenging core and lattice designs and
determine whether the bundle power uncertainties increase. Since the four-bundle instrumented cell can
contain bundles at different exposures, explain how the accuracy of the methods can be benchmarked for
depletion under high-void conditions -by using the core follow data. Use gamma scan data, if available, for
bundles and peak pins at different exposures (e.g., fresh, once-burned, twice- burned). As an interim
measure, select four-bundle TIP readings and cycle state points to assess the fidelity of
PHOENIX/POLCA for depletion at high-void conditions. State whether the accuracy of the code for the
hot bundle changes with exposure at core conditions as close to EPU or MELLLA+ conditions as
possible.

Westinghouse Response to RAI 3-11

As part of the answers to RAls 1-2, 1-4, 3-4 and 3-6, the issue of the code accuracy at more challenging
operation strategies has been discussed to some extent. Regarding the specific aspect of the [

I •C of local differences (axial and nodal) during the normalization and
combination of data during the TIP comparisons, gamma-scan comparisons have added highly relevant
information by [ ]•, as already mentioned in the answer to RAI 3-11.

Additionally, the following example is provided here. In this case, TIP comparisons from a TIP-location
clearly affected by the presence of different control rods at different times over a cycle at [ a] are
presented. In this case, with the plant already at the highest power level ) ]g,c
the measured (TIPMEA) and calculated (TIPGAM) nodal values are presented at several points over the
cycle. At each point, the core conditions, the location of the neighboring control rods around the TIP trace
and the accuracy of the TIP predictions (expressed as the standard deviation of the relative errors,
normalized over that particular TIP trace at that point in the cycle) are provided. The figures show the
ability of the code package to predict quite different conditions with a very consistent accuracy level. The
values obtained are fully in line with the values reported in CENPD-390-P-A.
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At this point it is worth to note that any significant [ ]9,C distribution
ought to have, resulted in an 2JC when data are analyzed in this way. This is due to
the fact that the conditi6ns evaluated here cover a Wide range of controiled/iunontroiledcoinfigurations:
over time and significant: changes in axial power distribution aremobtained due to both the depletionof the%:
core and those control rod movements. This shouldhave resulted, in f

T',% which would have made, these, comparisons " ] with

each other. Nevertheless, these statements are not as conclusive aslthe evidence provided by the gamma-
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scan comparisons previously discussed, which have clearly indicated

I aUC
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Responses to NRC RAl's Regarding

WCAP-1 6747-P Rev 0
RAI 4 •Code Legacy

The staff has severalquestions regarding tie legacy of the constitutive codes that formthe basisfor
POLCA-T. These questions!are in regard ito clarification of historical ýigormation,,codeusage, and
changes, that may have been made since thelast NRICreview. Pleas, address the follingýi tems
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NRC RAI 4- 2

List all modeling assumptions in the development.of the formulae in PHOENIX and PLCA that were.
not explicitly stated in CENPD-390-P-A. If code-to-code comparisons •were used: to normalize or adjust..
models in an empirical manner, provide the details.

WestingIiouse Response to RAI 4-2

No. empirical adjustments tomodels weremade and no essential~assumptions other than those listed in
CENPD-3990 are relevant.
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NRC RAI 4- 3

Describe the base case and branch case analyses that are performed with PHOENIX to develop the cross
section input models to POLCA for standard licensing analyses. In cases where these branch cases do not
encompass operational parameters provide justification of the extrapolation of nuclear parameters to these
values, for example extrapolation in POLCA to [[ ]] not analyzed explicitly by
PHOENIX. If this is a standard process include this in an update to topical report WCAP-16747-P,
otherwise provide the guidance as stated in internal procedures or manuals for determining the base and
branch cases in the update.

Westinahouse Response to RAI 4-3

In order to support the cross section (XS) data generation for the POLCA7 cross section model given by
eq. (4.1) in CENPD-390-P-A, a calculation matrix of the kind supplied here below is applied in the lattice
calculations. In Westinghouse methodology there is [

]",C which are periodically revised to guarantee the adequate modeling of different
applications. An example of such revision is the addition of [ . , ]2,C

for an improved modeling of isothermal temperature coefficients. Any revision of the values
recommended for the different state parameters in the cross section model of POLCA-7 is properly
qualified (verified and validated) and documented prior its implementation for production applications.
The new recommended [ ]a,c is communicated to the code users according to current
practices, i.e. by a revision of the Reload Design Procedure.

]c
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All branch cases with
]a,c are performed for all instantaneous coolant conditions (i.e.

the dependence on coolant density is built [ ]') whereas
]',C cases are only performed for HFP sub-cooled and HZP - CC conditions.

Coolant density history conditions: The HFP coolant conditions specified above.

Instantaneous coolant density branch cases, [ ]•, as well as the one for [ ]•,c are performed for
all [ ]a," whereas all other instantaneous branch cases are performed for the
reference [ ] only.

Of all these parameters, the one leading to extrapolations is [ Regardless of the fact
that any potentialimpact on this extrapolation is already factored in the comparisons utilized to
characterize the accuracy of Westinghouse code package [

is', this has been the matter of special attention as reported to NRC during the 2005
meeting. Among the information presented at that meeting was an exercise presented here below, where a
single channel at conditions representative for the average and hot channel in a high density power plant
was analyzed. For this purpose, cross sections generated with PHOENIX at the standard [
]"• and equivalent cross sections generated with a I ISC at the
exact [ ],C of each calculational node were utilized in a 1-D version of POLCA without
thermal-hydraulic feedback [ ]". This comparison
demonstrated that both the interpolation and extrapolation of [ ]a'¢ performed was

]2 assumed in CENPD-390-P-AN

Verfication - ID Comparisons

"[
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NRC RAI 4- 4

Explain how uncertainties in the POLCA-T methodology are combined to determine safety limits.
Include this information in an update to topical report WCAP-16747-P.

Westinghouse Response to RAI 4-4

The POLCA-T code supports the steady-state, transient, and accident analyses comprising the
Westinghouse reload fuel methodology. The Westinghouse reload fuel methodology either utilizes well
characterized uncertainties or clearly conservative assumptions which bound the application of realistic
uncertainties. The general treatment of the various analyses with regard to the use of conservative
assumptions or the use of uncertainties is discussed in CENPD-300-P-A. The magnitudes of specific
uncertainties are addressed in the methodology documents describing the specific applications.

I I",C are specific to the
PHOENIX4/POLCA7 code system and are described in CENPD-390-P-A. Furtherjustification and the
continued applicability of the magnitudes of these uncertainties are discussed in items 3-3 and 3-4 of this
document. The [ I"' is used to establish

]'C. [ are used to
support the establishment of relative assembly power and flow uncertainties to be used for applications of
the Westinghouse Plant Core Monitoring systems.

In addition, while not used directly in the establishing of the

]ax using the Westinghouse methodology described in WCAP-15942-P-A, relative uncertainties in

1]"' established for the PHOENIX4/POLCA7 system of codes were used in the
evaluation of data used to support the fuel rod performance analysis methodology development described
in WCAP-15836-P-A.

Responses to NRC Requests for Additional Information are included in the release of the approved
version of the topical in question.
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NRC RAI 4-5

Explain how a bundle specific.R-factor is .deterimined.

Westinghouse Response to RAI 4-5
The bundleR-factor distribution is provided by POLCA7 toestablish CPR using appropriate licensed

CPR correlation. This J]C for the .entire core isus&ddin OLCATf'or
calculating the CPR values during transients. The:R-factorlis a part of-a specific CPR correlation,and is,
licensed together with the correlation (see also the answer to RAI 2-3).
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NRC RAI 4-ý6

'How is directmioderator heatassigned to internal liquid flow paths (i.e. water cross), interaI. two phase
flows, or externalflows in the bypass?

Westing!house Response to RAI 4-6

The direct energy deposited into:the moderator is a fraction of the prompt fission power in the, active
coolant and in the bypass (external and internal). This fraction .of~the power:is calculated using ,a user,
input and consists of.a.[ ]z The•direct,

heat dependency on. densityis derived from. the lattice code calculations. Thus.*e density,' [
is accounted.for during the transient simulation. The code assumesthe.l

]";"on density for both bypass flows, external and inteOral.
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NRC RAI 4- 7

Provide additional information on the procedures for selecting the pump homologous curve input.

Westin2house Response to RAI 4-7

The pump curves are user input and can be given in two different ways: Homologous curves for each
unique pump in the model describing the pump head and hydraulic torque as a function of pump speed,
volumetric flow rate and void fraction. This pump description is made up of four ratios for head, flow,
speed and torque for each quadrant with its reference values. The second way to specify a pump curve is
to provide performance input data for pump head and hydraulic torque as a function of flow rate for the
first quadrant for each pump.

The pump performance data is normally based on data provided by the pump manufactures or in some
cases based on additional test data for some Westinghouse BWR plants.
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NRC RAI 4- 8

Please provide a greater level of detailtin the ddescripti6on of the timAe st•es size.contr6l algorithm(s).

Westinghouse Response to RAI 4-8.

The time step size algorithm takes into account:

* Sets upper and lower limit of time step which can be altered during the simulation by the',user
defined table.

* 'Time step allowed by the shape of the disturbance, so tha attleast eachkot in the disturbanecis
- simulated.

Time step allowed by the neutron kinetics. The kinetic time step limitations are basedon allo.wed;
:neutron.flux change over a time step, both a maximum and nminimum relative change duringne. 0

time: step.
* Time step allowed by hydraulics. The hydraulic time,1step 'is- detennined.frtm the convergencee

criteria"for the state variables, pressure, void, liquid and gas temperatures,., liquid andý gas.
velocities, boron concentration and. partial pressure of non-condensable gases.
In addition to the above time step criteria a Courant number step criterion can be opted, where a,
selected Courant number is used to determine a candidate for time step.

The used time step is ]'C
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NRC RPA1J4-:9.

n reactivitytrafisients'suchas .a rod drop the.key parameters that should control time step Size arejthe rate
of control rod reactivity. insertion and the rate, of change in fuel temperatures. What steps: does,
'Weslt.ghouse take to insure that they get numerically converged results for rod drop transients in light.of
the fact that.,the time step c6ntrol algorithm does not monitor the rate of change in the key controlling
parameters in the: event?

Westinghouse.Response to RAI 4-9

As it was mention d in the answerto the RAI 4-8 the neutron kinetics time step limitations are based on.
allowed neutron flux change,over.a time step, both a maximum and minimum relative change during one%
tie s.tp., In our methodology for RIA we oftenuse that,

leads to an almost[
P"] Due to the-very high neutron flux changes that take place in the RIA

theu!per imitatioof thetimhestep is :set normally to [ ]aC For a given set ofanalysis

the user isalso required.to investigate the time step effect on the peakpower value,
]a'• The time step linmit obtained'

in such a% sensitivity study :is used in further analyses.
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Responses to NRC RAI's Regarding,

WCAP-1 6747-P Rev .0

RAI 5 Individual Models and Separate Effects Qualification

The staff has-questions regarding specific models, sensitivities,, and separate effects qualifications. Please
ad•dress the following items.
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NRC RAI 5- 2

Verify whether PHOENIX is exercised with a 34 group or 89 group neutron cross section library and the
ENDF basis for these collapsed libraries. If the 34.group library is used justify the application of the
[[ ]] for non-ABB/CE fuels and modem fuel designs.

Westinghouse Response to RAI 5-2

The PHOENIX library used in production is the [ ]2,C generated and
validated as described in CENPD-390-P-N The I ]"c has been based
on observed biases in the so-called TRX criticals and the correction introduced is aimed to reduce the
biases on these experiments while keeping a good agreement with the more relevant [

],c which cover a broader and more relevant range. This has been reported in B. Fredin et.
al. "Processing andApplication of ENDF/B- V1 in L WRs: Critical Experiments ", Trans. Am. NucI Soc.,
Vol 73, p. 419, 1995. Thus, this correction is considered relevant to LWR-systems in general and not
vendor specific bundles. The extensive validation effort discussed in answer to RAI 1-1 on modem fuel
designs has confirmed that the accuracy obtained with that library is fully in line with the accuracy
estimates provided in CENPD-390-P-A.
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NRC RAI 5-3
If approvalis sought for applicationof POLCA-T to MOX fueled cores, provide qualification of

plutonium depletion effects against a~sophisticated Monte Carlo or advanced deterministic transport
.approach with independent isotopic tracking capabilities for a range of void fraction, loading, and
temperatures consistent with modern core designs.

W-estinfhouseResponse to RAI 5ý3

f JR ',PHOENIX4/POLCA7 nor POLCA-T is intended to be used for [ ]a•cat

this tene. Thus, [ ]P has been pursued to demonstrate the abilities, 6fthese cOd.
for. that kind of applications.
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NRC RAI 5- 4

Please evaluate the sensitivity of bumup predictions on minimum critical power ratio (MCPR) for the
transients of interest.

Westinghouse Response to RAI 5-4

This topic is not currently part of the scope of this particular Topical Report, thus no qualification
efforts are pursued here. Required burnup determination frequency to establish representative isotope,
power and flow distributions during an operating cycle is part of the transient methodology and will be
treated in Appendix C of WCAP- 16747-P about Transients Applications.
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NRC RAI 5-5

Please evaluate the effects of power distribution uncertainty on MCPR for the transients of interest.

Westinghouse Response to RAI 5-5

This topic is not currently part of the scope of this particular Topical Report, thus no qualification
efforts are pursued here. The evaluation of the effects of power distribution uncertainty on MCPR for
the transients of interest is part of the transient methodology and will be treated in Appendix C of WCAP-
16747-P about Transients Applications.
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NRC RAI 5-6

Please discuss the methods, using equations where applicable, that are used to determine the gamma
smeared pin power distribution

Westin2house Resvonse to RAI 5-6

Gamma-smearing of pin powers is done in the[ ]',c in three basic steps. First, the
gamma energy deposition rates in the fuel pellet and cladding

I' and the ratio of [
]RSC produced by the lattice code to obtain [ 'gamma-deficient' pin powers.

1a"c In the second step, the pin-wise gamma energy deposition rates in the fuel pellet and cladding are [
]28c to obtain [ I aC

In the final step the [ are normalized such that they add up to the total
number of fuel pins. This yields the [ ]"C that are passed on to
POLCA7.
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NRC RAI 5-7

Please describe the benchmarks, biases, and uncertainties in the void reactivity coefficientF How are these
determined? Once they are determined how are they implemented in evaluating safety or operational
margins?

Westinghouse Response to RAI 5-7

See answers to RAIs 1-1 and 2-1 for a discussion about the modeling accuracy of voided conditions.

As discussed there, the individual contribution of the accuracy of the void reactivity coefficient is t
]2,C The resulting

uncertainty in (nodal, bundle, rod) power predictions are []al
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NRC RAI 5-8

Please describe the methods used to calculate the non-condensable gas mass, volume, and partial pressure
in any node in POLCA-T. Update WCAP-16747-P to include this information.

Westinghouse Response to RAI 5-8

The partial pressure of non-condensable gases (called nc) (p,•) is one of the eight state variables in
POLCA-T for a volume cell as stated in WCAP-16747-P.

]IC~

The conservation of non-condensable gases is controlled by a balance equation in each volume cell for the
mass of non-condensables (m,,).

]C:, where Whq , Wg,,

are the mass flow rates for each phase, C,, is the fraction of non-condensable species in the actual phase
in the donor cell and Fi is a source/sink term to take into account production or consumption of non-
condensable due to chemical reactions. The sum goes over all flow paths directed into the volume cell and
all flow paths directed out of the volume cell.

L

To 
Vn 

w

The mass flow rates of liquid and gas in one flow path are

Wliq = U hq * Pliq * A -(I - a)
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Wg. = Ug p Pg "A.a

The densities and void fractions are taken from the donor cell.

Where
w is the mass flow rate
u is the velocity of the phase
A is flow area
a is the void content
p is the density

The conserved quantity i.e the mass of non-condensable (m,) is a function of volume, void, phase
densities and concentrations of non-condensable
[ 1

here:

Pg. = Peg + P team

Pliq P.Owater X1 -nc"I + A water 1)
with

Pwater = P.wr (Tjiq, p) from steam tables

The liquid density is based on the assumption that each molecule of non-condensable occupies the same
space as one molecule of water which is reasonable considering the low concentrations of dissolved non-
condensable that can occur.

] The equation for each volume cell

is entered into the complete set of thermo-hydraulic equations that are solved and integrated in time using
the numerical method described in WCAP 16747-P.
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NRC RAI 5-10

Please fully describe the nuclear instrumentation models in POLCA-T. These descriptions should include
equations, references to other codes by name and version, and should include separate discussions for
gamma and neutron sensitive instruments. Update WCAP-16747-P to include this information.

Westinghouse Response to RAI 5-10

POLCA-T makes use of TIP and LPRM detector models of the licensed POLCA7. Models for both
gamma and neutron sensitive instruments are described in the approved topical report CENPD-390-P-A

1"The Advanced PHOENIX and POLCA Codes for Nuclear Design of Boiling Water Reactors".
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Responses to NRC. RAI's Regarding

WCAP16747-P Rev 0

RAI 6 StAbilitvyEialuation

Th sta has sever'a•aq.uestionsegarding the stabilityievaluation. Please addres ,s the following items in
regards to AppendixBof the submittal.
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NRC RAI 6-1

Determination of a decay ratio requires accurate prediction of a steady state initial condition from which a
perturbation allows a trace of transient dynamic behavior. The use of a stability methodology predicated
on the decay ratio must reliably predict steady state conditions for reactor operating states that are limiting
from a reactor stability stand point. Provide statistically significant qualification of the nuclear design
codes against data under limiting conditions of operation from a stability standpoint for high power
density plants under SLO, RPT, startup, and LOFWH conditions.

Westinghouse Response to RAI 6-1

The qualification of Westinghouse nuclear design codes, PHOENIX4/POLCA7, is extensively addressed
in CENPD-390-P-A. The validation covers normal operating conditions including low flows on reactor
power-flow maps, which is of interest in stability analyses. Moreover, as described in the answer to
question 1-2, a continued qualification effort after the submittal of CENPD-390-P-A based on gamma-
scan comparisons of modem fuel bundles has confirmed the reliability of these tools. The specific
quantification of the accuracy of the stability predictions, based on the initial conditions calculated with
these tools, is also performed by comparisons against a wide range of measurements at realistic core
conditions. Consequently, any impact of the steady state initial conditions on the stability predictions is
accounted for in those comparisons.
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NRC RAI 6-2

Reactor dynamic behavior is a strong function of the void reactivity dynamic feedback. Provide an
estimate of the sensitivity of the void reactivity coefficient bias or uncertainty to the exposure history in
terms of spectrum hardness. Specifically, provide an estimate of the void reactivity coefficient bias and
uncertainty predicated on nuclear parameter determinations under conditions typical of plants operating at
OLTP conditions and re-perform this estimation for conditions at high control fractions and void
fractions. Based on this assessment update Appendix B of the topical report to include provisions for use
of the methodology for different operating domains or plant conditions.

Westinghouse Response to RAI 6-2

The accuracy and reliability of the void and void reactivity coefficient predictions are discussed in more
detail in the answers to questions 2-1 and 3-1. As explained there, in Westinghouse methodology the
accuracy of individual models [ ]"' On the
other hand, [ ]'C under realistic, relevant conditions are utilized to quantify the [

]I' utilized in the code package under qualification. Regarding the
specific case of interest here, i.e. stability predictions, Westinghouse has access to a wide data base of
stability measurements in Europe, covering real plants of different design from different plant vendors
loaded with fuel of different design in cores with different mix levels. Therefore, the validation of
POLCA-T for stability applications is mainly made on

IR,c
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DVescribe -the ýprpcess fo generating an approprit nddl'izain ,for modelsusdisabitanli.
Provýide demonstration- analye tha indicate the no a ,d. odaliati onpcedure,,4tmeesteOpcontrol, and niumerical
ifitegration schemdofA. not, advesely ime!tipact the tnmerinca results oftikiai' intracd6r behl• ior predictio-n•.
P~roide a lp1ot of th6 'nodetby.~node Courant'nume fortjhe hot channe~l'for apl~tinlddn the stability
•ialification based on1hte model used inmthe: qualification.

,Westinihouiise Resonse t RAT 6-3

The tme integration method and its impact on the prediction of theihydraulic stability afre.disussemdina
paper presented at.ICONE 15. (ICONE 15-10033). In the paper resuts fordifferent time integratin

mtosdifrent time steps and differenit num Iber of-volpme cells are compared. Asreference .an` "xct"
'numerical solution of.an oscillating liquid in a:U-tiube:is •used.. The'outeome'-fti•s•studyuis.. atsemi
implicit time integration method is a must, the time step a-nd number of voluie getles ha's not so big
imp~act on the result, ýif it is:a- moerate change. An mdrtchange is gohside Pedp t1a1tb bfii
.the number of cells and aIctor often-in tie.number, oime steps.

'The figures belopws'hdw the effect of time step andieffect frnumber of vblum'e cell's.Ifi the respon se "s to,
the,:Rs-6-19 s nd0.6-24 tne effect of numerical'tjrme integron~method will be; demonstrated.

' Pkfecl Of tine Mep(1h vltuhmesIb.TfETA-:O.55)

v

• o /

15.' /1 •

Time (s)

Effect of time step choice for 10 cells model with, ( .. .5S
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ffect of noding _(01. s, THETA-=055)
• _ - . , -1.:i " .i : 't :7ii.

A-A

-o - _- - ....... .--- ,-- -- _ ------" --' -<I

•I\ "

I -= ------

4 .. 14S number of " :qulaion .
For. core calculatin .m l .. n. .ed from, aial

• 0 I2; .8.io :

Timen (s) n
Effect of number of cells for equal time step and integration parameterO

For core calculations the .core model is normally" inherited from.a P.OL-CA7 core model. The axial
nodalization, in POLCA7 :is arbitraryand is user :specified. Normally the fuel assembly is divided t

]S. For the neutron ic~s.c~alcualation: it is. desirable that the nodes are[

TH, nodalization (vol1ume cells)of the':core in POLCA-T is :normally taken to be l

j',c For the nodalization of the reactor pressure vessel outside the core the length of the nodes

should be of the same order of magnitude as in the core.
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NRC RAI. 6-61

Explain the' 'prc .es Is .for deýterminiiing t4heniodal reactivity respons toz bypass 'or interna Iwate'r hannel

voiding. If the, effect ofbypass or internaltwater channel v6iding on nodal reactivity has been assessed,
cmaethiseffect týo.estalished uncertainities in nodal parameters.. Quantify exýpected'bypas~s -void

fractions fortransie't conditi6nsor expand6,opeating ' dmain.

WestingihouseResDonse to RAI 6-6

Nodal reactivity response to bypass oriintenl water channel:voiding is handledby I
]2Adh user has the opportuinity to,.specfyi in the

input data whether• to acount for [ or not Theinput is ;given for e c aifue,
assembly type separately.

POLCA-T uses: the:POLCA7: model to account for bypass density changes. The:code calculates the:

effective nodal mod'erator density p.' as. a function of [

where ;C01, C1 , and C2 i are density coefficienis derived from the lattice code.calculations,ý.

A .. and A, ýare respective flow areas of the moderator in the bundle and in the"bypasses,
lattice

lti is bypass colant density, assumed in the-lattice code cross section generation and i is an index:

ruunning over the bypass: 'chahnels '

The density eefficients ,above must be computed with. a lattice code[
1CAlternatively,.a widely used model.based on I

]•*'can beused by specifying Cji, and.C2•.above as:I[ 1]', .and C60 as I
]I" This gives

I

If all density coefficients (Cl/ 2 i31) are set to zero the density changes in:the bypass d urng t'transient aret

not accounted for which is a conservative assumption in the transient simulations.
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NRC RAI-6-7

Verifytha POLCA- can predict the onset ofanins'tability by rvdn naayi'hrb increasing.
the :reactor poweror~reactivity 'in a irepresentative-core model results in observed oscillations in the
predi.ced,'ransient traces.

Wesiinihouse Response to RAI 6-7

A demonstration'to verify the capability has been performed for [

The reactor;power respionses in these cases are shown in the fUllowing plot.

a, bc
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NRC RAI 6-8

Provide additional details regarding the capabilities of POLCA-T to predict decay ratios for reactor cores
that are highly stable (DR between 0.1 and 0.2).

Westinghouse Response to RAI 6-8

The DR regime below [ ]C is in general difficult to evaluate for several reasons. The most significant
is that the measurements uncertainties are of the same magnitude as the values themselves. Also, it is very
difficult to deduce a DR from the power trace since the oscillations dies out very fast. An additional issue
is that the initial perturbation influence may become significant on the deduced DR.

The hypothetical test case [ I" shows that nothing is 'destroyed' be the perturbation. The
conclusion based of such a test is that the code predicts [ ]I" correctly, and must
therefore perform correctly on the interval [ I" (the physics processes are the same and no
discontinuities are expected). However, the uncertainty on the interval can not accurately be quantified.
Therefore, attempts to accurately calculate DR in the interval S I is not performed since the
accuracy is not possible to verify. Also, from the safety point of view such low DR's are of no interest to
analyze independently of the accuracy of the calculation.
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NRC RAI 6-11

For:,each modem fuei. design for.which.approvl is.,sought fr the stabilitymethodology,'provide, the
uncertainty for the locallfriction loss.coefficients (i~e•.for spacers and:orifices). Touthe maximum ext nt
posSiblejuystif the values for these.: coeýiients..an.d-their ic inties-using dlta.

Westinghouse Response to RAI 64-.

The approval of eachfuel designis subject for a fuelfspecific topicaltreport. Uncertainties relatedfto the
fuel specific data are verified.and documented-in fiat process. Daia: for fuel from 6ther vendors',
inc-luding uncertainty of these d4ata, must be supplied by fth ujtilntyy The local friction loss and flow,
restriction coefficients: are based on pressure drop measurements for the components ineach fuel type and
cover the conditions for stability analysis.

Todemonstrate the impact of the uncertainties two runs based on the [ ]'Cc1a9acase 3 have
ben perforned. The applied une rtair"ty off ]Mc is larger than the ones . btamed:fron the pressure

drop measurements.

Both studied cases:have uncertainties larger than the evaluated values from .pressure 'drop measurements.
The DR calculation validationagainst plant measurements.includes thuncertdaties in t rhe .'tsction anid,
friction coefficients. Thereby, the method-uncertainty, and the design margin-cover thex uncertainties inthe
pressure, loss: coefficients.
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NRC RAI"12

Fo oeach plant considered n the stability qualificationiproyide additional desdn'ptive details of the
operating conditions, namely the thermal power (absolute and fraction of OLTP),core flow (absolute and
fraction of nommmial), coe size, and the radial and axial power shapes either measured by TIPs or
predicted by the core monitoring system at the exposure point where the evaluati6ns were performed.

Wstingihouse Response to RAI 6-:12

The absolute power, the nodal (F nod), axial (F.ax)) and radial (F rad):peaking .factors are given m'.the
table~below.'So is thexrelative core flow fbr the [ ]C.For the [ ],creactors.
nominal core flow is: not defmed, and a relative core flow can therefore not be calculated. The peaking
factors are obtained from: the steady state calculations with POLCA-T.

a, b, c
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a, b, c~

=1
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The core .:sizeinfterms-ofnumberdofasseriblies is already specified.in the topical report. All three reactors
a#rebýit:wiktha 30 by 30 groid.
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NRC RAI664

Fotra sample offthe cases :considered in the'qualification perform a separatepe rubation toiInitiate. an
oscillation. The results, should be provided and the sensitivity of the decay ratio.to the perturbation,
te-hnique. should be quantified.

Wesfinghouse Response to RAI 6-14

N demonstrationwstudy using different types ofperturbations has beenmperformed. The,
l 19a.case 3 measurement has been used as a reference (case 0 below) for the tests. The following

perturbations were performed;

I ale

rc
a, c

The spread in DR is ]¢": (standard deviation) and in frequency [ it: Hz. is worth noticing
that even the cases that can be expectedto be most challenging, [ ]&, do not deviate
significantly from the rest of the:cases. The conclusion is that thereis no dependency on the perturbation
techque as long asý it is. reasonable.
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NRC RAT 6-16

Typially, safetyli'mitminimum critical power ratios ar, established to ensure .that 99.9°/. of fuel rods
avoid boiling transition. :Explain.how applying aprediction .uncertainty of [[ ]] to
the, cceptance crerini adequAtely assuresý the same' degre of protection against exceeding SAFDLs.

Westinghouse Response to RAI 6-16

The stability methods andtmethodology presenited in this Topical report covers the basic stability
evaluafion, I e calculation 6f decay ratio, and resonance'frequency at different operating conditions. That
is., decy ratios below and up to the stability imit. Under these conditions any disturbances will 'die out'
and the SAFDLs are fulfilled as long as the static:SAFDLs are fulfilled. High amplitude power
oscillations- n the•otherfhand, imit cycle or inereasing amplitudes, could cause dry out. The DIVOM
methodology. is applied.for-such scenarios to calculate set points-to the detect and suppress algorithms.
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NRC RAI 6-17

Separatly determine the unertaintymfor each oscillationlmode and justify the use of a single value for the
acceptiancecriterion. The-:staff notes thatimanymore:core wide or global oscillations were considered
than channelor. regional oscillations.

Wesiinghouse Response to RAI 6-17

The fundamental physics (the TH-neutronics-TM coupling) on the. local (nodal) level is the:sameindependent of type of oscillaiioneanditAhe code can therefore be expected to be able to handle all
oscdill•tion•modesWith the ssame ac curacy, if it can handle one of them. It is therefore.feasible t• -ppl'
the same uncertainty and acceptance criteria for all oscillation modes. The number of recorded
meas remfets (alnd incidents),ofregional anid channel oscillations is very limited. A'statistical analysig
for other modes than the global mode is therefore not feasible
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